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I offer  Reiki sessions for you!
 Your first one hour session
 Blocks of 6 weekly sessions

with me is free!
at reduced rates

(“6 Sessions”)
of 10 weekly sessions at reduced rates
(“10 Sessions”)

 Blocks

Your first one hour session with me is free!
New to the Reiki Ken website!
For around nine months now I had been trying
to find the time to update my website, but
pressures of work sought to prevent me from
actually sitting down and getting on with the
job. Now, at last, all that work is more or
less completed, and you’ll be able to see the
results of that on www.reikiken.com.
The two main areas
are Teaching Reiki
(a complete update
of information) and
Distant Reiki (a
completely new
page).
I need to write my manuals for Levels 1, 2,
and 3, and once they are done I will be in a
position to set dates for future courses. I
intend to have the manuals compliant with
CNHC requirements. I will tell you here and
on my website when they are completed.
Talking of the
CNHC, I also
needed to have
their logo on
my website as
an indication
that the service I offer matches their
professional requirements. That is now in
place, hyperlinked to allow you to find out
more about this leading regulatory body.

As for distant Reiki,
although it is
something I have
been offering
clients for many
years it has never
had a prominent
place on my website. I now have a system in
place to enable my distant clients to receive
exactly the same standard of service that my
contact clients receive. See the Distant Reiki
page for more details.
If you are reading this and you don’t live in
NE England, take a look at the Distant
Reiki page right now! You can be
anywhere in the world yet still receive
Reiki from me! Email me now!
On other additional
pages there are also
some new images.
For instance, on the
Testimonials page
may be found this
new picture - while on the Reiki in
hospitals page you will
find some new artwork
there, too.
And in the near future,
the Reiki under the microscope page will be
renamed Reiki Research, and will have a
treasure trove of new information . . .

The Indian town of Mumbai is the base for this issue’s article, from an online magazine
called The Health Site. Read here for how they see the future of medicine in India.
Click here for the original article.

Future of medicine in India likely to
combine benefits of traditional
medicine with alternative practices
like energy healing
January 28, 2018
The future of medicine in India is likely to
combine the benefits of traditional medicine
with alternative practices like energy healing,
experts at a quantum energy forum said
here. “Integration is the key for future
medicine,
wherein the
traditional
medicine is
combined
with
practices
like
quantum energy healing, Reiki (Japanese
technique of healing using energy) and
‘pranic’ healing (ancient practice of energy
healing),” the curator of the Quantum Energy
Conclave Pinky Daga said on Saturday.
The second edition of the biennial
forum, being held from January 26-28, has
brought together experts from across the
world on quantum physics, quantum energy
medicine and quantum energy devices to
discuss energy medicine. Termed during the
1980s, energy medicine is considered an
alternative medicine based on a “pseudoscientific” belief that healers “channel”
energy into a person to cure
illnesses. “Quantum energy medicine can be
used to eradicate diseases and aid in better
mental and physical health,” claimed Daga,
at the forum’s venue Pyramid Valley, a
meditational centre about 35 km from
Bengaluru. Indian medical bodies, however,
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do not recognise energy medicine as a form
of treatment.
Energy medicine works on the belief
that all diseases have their own “vibratory
rate” which can be measured and treated
using electronic devices.
The quantum energy medicine
practitioners claim to “treat” the diseases,
right up to cancer and heart-related, liverrelated illnesses, by “transmitting” energy to
the diseased body cells.
“Energy medicine is at a very nascent
stage in India but has great popularity in
Europe, US and China. We are certain that
India, too, will pick up speed with respect to
energy medicine in another three years,” said
Daga.
The US Department of Health states
energy medicine can only be a
complementary and alternative medicine,
which can be used alongside conventional
medicine like allopathy.
With about 250 delegates and 25
speakers from various countries like the US,
Canada and China, the energy conclave was
organised by Thriive Art and Soul, an online
platform for alternative medicine
practitioners in reiki, energy healing and
pranic healing.
Fred Alan Wolf from the US, a physicist
and writer, Don Paris from the US, an expert
in quantum energy instruments, Eva Gold
from Canada, an energy medicine
practitioner and instructor, Wang Gang from
China, who uses traditional Chinese medicine
with quantum energy technologies, were
some of the speakers.
“Most of the speakers have even kept
away from conventional medicine for few
decades and have relied on energy-based
healing,” Daga averred, adding: “Energy
medicine has the power to heal by itself.”
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